
Im from Australia, I live in Melbourne, and love all things design! 

I’m ambitious and passionate about everything creative – especially 
graphic design. I’m someone who can be thrown into any situation and 
figure it out! My adaptability and initiative is pretty cool, if I do say so 

myself. It’s something that has gotten me this far in life, and i’d say it has 
helped me in the most dire of situations. In my professional life, I’m ready 

for any brief you throw at me. Complicated, simple, intricate, not so 
intricate, and most importantly, one that that is a good challenge. I do 

this because I love creativity. 

I can tackle any brief at any time! just give me a pen and a cup of coffee, 
and i’ll be off tangled in a world full of meaningful scribbles, and compel-

ling concepts. Simply driven by my adaptability, initiative and burning 
passion for creativity!

Alexandra Tenuta/ Art Director 

Chiara Lombardozzi/ Copy Writer
My employer described my personality recently as a mediator, a glue that 

held my team together. I was apprehensive at the touching evaluation but as I 
read through to the explanation, I smiled at the intricacies of my personality 

shining through. 

He described my communication style as skilled and praised me on my 
thoughtfulness. He loved how I constantly seek harmony and an approach to 

appease every voice. 

My empathy and emotional intelligence were mentioned but what most 
surprised me was the acknowledgement of my spunk. My passion for creative 

solutions, my detailed choice of words on projects and my obsession with 
constantly making sense of things.

With this evaluation circling my mind my dream to work in advertising was 
confirmed as the right direction. I aspire to work as a copywriter, it assures 

me freedom, time and allows me to apply my communication skills in a cre-
ative manner. 

I strive to, one day not have my name up in lights but the words I write













Beyond Blue : It Can Go Beyond Feeling Off/ 2020





Insight: Admids lockdowns and Covid 19, consumers no longer want to enage 
purely digitally but have active and local experiences this summer.  

Idea:  Create a board of activations that target potential consumers to 
engage with Tik Tok as a brand that offers an active experience with sport 
this summer. 

Solution: The development of five activations that encourage the engag-
ment of sporting activities and summer lifestyle with collabortion of Tik Tok. 

Quick Brief/ 2021  Summer  Stars On  TikTok 
Activation

LIVE

1.2K followers active now

Activation 1 Activation 2

Activation 3

Activation 4

Activation 5



Insight: Consumers want more than just expensive 
food at high end, fine dining restaurants.

Idea: Create a restaurant that sells more than 
expensive food but an experience with its food.

Soulation: Creation of the restaurant PLATE, hip 
and a tagline straight to the point. Integrated 
digital
campaign that explores the experience of the 
restaurant over just high dining expensive food.

Restaurant Concept/ 2020 



Radio Ad/ 2021

Insight: Young Australians often underestimate local impact and need to be 
challenged to make a change.

Idea: Challenge our target demographic by putting forth the notion that not 
only that local issues should be
cared for but persuading them to vote for them through conflicting statements.

Solution: A radio ad that inspires young listeners to align themselves with local 
government impacts and
encourages them to vote by contradicting researched values. Tied together 
with a tagline that reinforces a
tone of encouragement through a why not question.



Somatic/2021

Insight: Consumers want to smell uniqe to promote their 
individulality and character. 

Idea: Create a perfume product and brand that highlights 
individuality and makes a statement. 

Solution: Create four activations that bring SOMATIC into 
consumers focus through science. 

Creative Team//Alexandra Tenuta, Sofie Schmid, Chiara Lombardozzi, Meesha Laboo



21GRAMS/ Skin Cancer 2021

Insight: There is little awareness that surrounds skin cancer on POCs and it leads 
to the misconception that they are immune. 

Idea: An ambient aadvertising campaign that aims to challenge the stigma that 
black people are immune to skin cancer. Displaying the signs on the areas they 
can exhibit them such as feet, hands and eyes for example, through use of lentic-
ular printing. 



Quick Brief/ 2021 Foster Care Agency Network

Connections foster beyond genetics

You both have the chance for a happy family
https://www.ozchild.org.au/

Connections foster beyond genetics

You both have the chance for a happy family
https://www.ozchild.org.au/

Insight: Individuals willing to foaster a child is decreasing, at the heart of the issue is 
unawareness and distance. 

Idea: An emotional advertisment that centers the people affected most through the 
decreasing willingness to foster. It use of copy is gripping and displayed in a manner to 
portray connectiveness though its head level placement. 


